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Train hard, hunt easy

Nobody is born a good shot
In your circle of friends you probably have someone who enjoys
hunting and who is renowned for rarely missing a shot. You may put

Christian Socher
CEO
Blaser GmbH

Rifle shooting may not be seen as an athletic sport, like tennis, football or golf, but it still requires a similar amount
of control, technique and practice. Like golf it also takes correct stance, grip and follow through, along with an

this down to his or her natural talent, believing you are simply not as gifted.

understanding of gravity, wind and weather conditions. Everyone who takes up golf will book training lessons with a

However, nobody is born a great shot with either a rifle or shotgun. Instead,

professional. At Blaser we believe that to shoot and hunt to your full potential all rifle owners should also take lessons.

all good shooters have one thing in common: they had a good teacher.

And while it is certainly easier to train a novice properly from the start, and harder to assist a person with many
years of bad habits, Blaser Academy instructors can truly help everyone.

We all know that when it comes to shooting we have strengths and
weaknesses. We make mistakes without noticing them and become

Achieve your personal best

frustrated by our failures. This also happens when we participate
in our favourite activity – hunting. Teaching yourself is one way

At the Blaser Academy you will find some of the best instructors available, all of them time-served practitioners

to improve but an easier and more effective method of reaching

who know the theory and have learnt from their own mistakes. They share a common goal: to enable their

your goal is with the help of a professional. Mistakes can be

clients to reach their full potential with the equipment they have chosen. The end result: successful, humane and

identified and eliminated much faster and it is not unusual for

ethical hunting through shooting excellence. Whether you are a beginner or a hunter with many years of experience,

even just half a day of teaching and practice to work miracles.

your Blaser Academy coach will tailor the training to meet your specific needs. Different instructors will approach
the same issues using their own unique solutions, polished over the years. This knowledge will be passed on to you

More than ever before hunters are in the public eye and must ensure
they make accurate, humane shots. This, however, is not the only reason

Gunther Stoschek
Creative Director
Blaser GmbH

that accurate shooting should be our most important principle. It is also a m
 atter

with care and e mpathy.

Passion and perfection

of our increasing own self-confidence in the field and identifying with our
Blaser Academy instructors are more than technicians. They are passionate about hunting and shooting and will work

passion for ethical, humane hunting.

to inspire you to be the best you can be. Many shooters do not realise what they can achieve until they are properly
motivated and guided. Let us be your inspiration.
Christian Socher 				
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Gain expertise
		

Refine your ability

Basic techniques for
hunting license candidates

Preparing for
hunting overseas

Test firing hunting
firearms

Advanced training for
experienced shooters

Success from the very start

Prepare for the moment

Trust and control

Training for perfection

Undertaking national qualifications for owning firearms and

Hunters who dream of a different quarry in a distant

When you can zero your own rifle you will double

The best sportsmen and women in the world all have

hunting often means learning in a large group of p
 eople.

country not only invest time and money but are likely to be

your confidence. Blaser Academy instructors will show

coaches. Whether you shoot clays or game birds with a

The time given to shooting training is short and personal

faced with the challenge of making one perfect shot. The

you how your rifle and scope work, train you to make

shotgun, or targets and quarry with a rifle, the guidance

tuition is impossible.

result of that will define their trip. Proper preparation and

the appropriate adjustments and ensure you understand

of an experienced teacher is invaluable. By analysing

training on relevant targets in challenging conditions will

the ballistics necessary for success on your hunt.

your performance and drawing on their own experience,

The best way to approach any hunting exam is with

engender success. Our shooting instructors can prepare

When you hunt, this knowledge and confidence in your

they can help you improve your shooting skills, build

confidence born of experience. Blaser Academy instructors

you for the challenges of the hunt, based on their own

rifle, scope and ammunition will make you a winner,

your confidence and become the best shot you can be.

fully understand how to prepare shooters for the rigours

hunting experiences. They will ensure you are instructed in

time and time again.

of examination and can also teach you how to calm your

and practice relevant shooting positions, shooting over long

nerves during any shooting test.

distances and how to deal with unfamiliar conditions and
varied terrain. The improvement in your self-confidence,
knowledge and accuracy will ensure you can make the
shot or to know when to get closer.
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Germany
“Calm and confident”
Better focus, more time

• Member of the British
“Institute of Clay Shooting Instructors”
(ICSI)
• Qualified shotgun instructor of the
British Clay Pigeon Shooting
Association (CPSA)
• Enthusiastic hunter with over 15 years
of experience worldwide
Individual and group lessons in
shotgun shooting for beginners and
advanced learners
Preparing hunting license
candidates for the shooting tests

Hendrik Strothmann

Checking and optimisation of the
individual stock measurements as
well as the point of impact

Safe firearm handling doesn’t happen by chance

Teaching in all methods, such as:
Swing Through, Maintained Lead,
Pull Away, as well as other variants

On the shooting range and on the hunt, Hendrik Strothmann attaches great

The joy of dusting a clay is the best motiviation to learn something new.

importance to the safe handling of firearms. Safe behaviour is an integral part

Because conscious targeting and estimating forward allowance is not

Preparation for wild fowl hunting

of the British Clay Pigeon Shooting Association’s (CPSA) training methods,

successful in the long term, the acquisition of the target as early as possible

and therefore plays a key part in his teaching.

is much more important. “To focus on the target is of utmost importance,”
says Strothmann.

Contact

The shooting technique makes the difference
“The right shooting technique gives you more time.”

Hendrik Strothmann
An der Johanneskirche 11
33334 Gütersloh

“Many of the mistakes made when using shotguns are based on too fast,

hs@shooting.company
www.shooting.company

uncontrolled and inefficient movements when aiming and swinging the

Therefore, Strothmann advocates repeating the right technique, until it is

shotgun,” explains Strothmann. He therefore works intensively on the body

anchored in the subconscious. Strothmann: “Then you will hit the target

position of his students. Needless movements must be eliminated and the

(almost) automatically.”

right course of action must be learned and controlled.

Phone +49 (0) 174 243 56 78
6
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Germany

JAGDLICHE SZENE NEU?
STATT KAHLWILD

“A good shot is no accident!”
Ethical hunting requires exercise

Horst Rechtenbach

Basic training for beginners
Individual shooting training
for hunting

• 30 years of experience as a forest ranger at a federal forestry office

was wasted because a hunting guest

• Long-standing member of the hunter examination board
(hunting firearm expertise)
• An enthusiastic hunter with more than 50 years of experience

Practical preparation
for hunting overseas

couldn’t control his rifle. “Often only a
few tips and tricks are enough to make sure

Proper test firing of hunting firearms

you can hit the target even when your usual raised hide is not available,”
says Rechtenbach.

Practice-oriented shooting training with hunting firearms

Contact

The synchronisation between the shooter and the rifle
prerequisite for proper hunting.” Horst Rechtenbach worked for over

“Every hunter should improve his shooting skills with his own firearm,”

30 years as a forester and hunting guide in one of the largest European

emphasises Rechtenbach. He therefore devotes a lot of time to test

Horst Rechtenbach
Käthe-Kollwitz-Straße 21
D-29664 Walsrode

training centres and knows what he is talking about. Having guided

firing rifles and is happy to pass on his extensive knowledge through

horecht@aol.com

countless hunting guests and experienced several occasions where the

practical experience.

Phone +49 (0) 1 75-1 60 34 68

“Knowing how the rifle is used correctly in hunting practice is the basic

rules of ethical hunting were not adhered to and a “sure fire” chance
8
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Denmark

France

To make an impact,
you need to shoot regularly

Jesper Lindgaard

• Jesper Lindgaard
has been hunting
since his childhood.

Benoît Bauduin

All modules are linked
to each other to ensure

Take the shot, when you know your
limits, and you feel comfortable with it

a thorough and compre-

“Strive for a better performance.”

hensive training. “I would like
to enable my clients to deal with

“I like to stalk and to be out in nature,”
says the Danish shooting instructor.

In the Danish Army, he is responsible for the education of shooting

That could be the slogan of Benoît Bauduin. The experienced hunter a nd

their equipment expertly under any

For the hunting experience to be

instructors for short- and long-range distances as well as carrying out

former army shooting instructor of 27 years regularly trains himself in order

circumstances,” says Bauduin. But it

perfect, he is always aiming for the

research and development in rifles, ammunition and optics to name but a

to keep his excellent shooting abilities always at top level. 

is not only about technique.

perfect shot. “The more you train, the

few of his areas of expertise. At the same time Jesper Lindgaard became

It goes without saying that he applies the same principle to his clients.

To s imulate the situation in the field,

better and more confident you get,”

more and more involved in the training of hunters. Since 1994 he has been

However, in order to take different levels of skill into account, he developed

at the end of each unit Bauduin

states the major in the Danish Army. 

a hunting rifle instructor as well as an examiner for applicants for the

a system of four different modules which offers the right level of training for

challenges the participants to shoot

It comes as little surprise that his

Danish hunting permit.

those who want to improve their shooting.

at 10 targets on their own (within
a marked shooting zone), without

professional career and his passion 
for hunting go hand in hand.

Lindgaard: “If you want to be a good hunter and shooter, it’s best to start
with the correct theory and technique instead of trying to get rid of acquired
bad habits at a later point in time.” Equally important is not compromising on

Contact

equipment. He knows that “an accurate and reliable rifle can make a world

Module 1:	Get to know the basics of your equipment and learn about the

being given any information about
the distance.

five fundamentals of shooting.
Module 2:	Deepen your knowledge, learn how to zero your rifle on your

Contact

own and become faster and more confident when in the field.
Module 3:	Learn more about the techniques required to make a perfect

Jesper Lindgaard
Lontvej 15
DK - 6100 Haderslev

of difference when out in the field.”

Phone +45 (0) 50 85 - 71 23

him to gain a good overview of the needs of the hunter. With these in mind,

circumstances. Individual preparation for a hunting trip

over the last few years, he developed a wide range of shooting courses

with extreme weather conditions.

Impacts Formations
Benoît Bauduin

long-range shot.
His close contact to the schools of the Danish hunting associations allowed

jesperlindgaard@hotmail.dk

Module 4:	Stay calm for the perfect shot even in the toughest

Phone +33 (0) 622 795 367
infos@impactsformations.com

which cover basic rifle shooting courses to specialised long-range courses.
10
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Training is held in different
locations in France.

France

Julien Blanc, Actéon
“Chasser à la carte”
agency works as a non-profit organisation. From the very

Doing good

beginning the goal was to offer hunters the opportunity to 

through hunt-

David Bardou
“Ease of Shooting”
David Bardou is an excellent talent spotter. When he met
Maxime Morin during a hunt more than seven years ago, he

ing – that is the

go hunting. At the same time the hunting areas, their wild-

immediately saw the potential of the young shot and took him

basic but very

life management and the adjacent communities should

under his wings to train him. Since then Maxime has gone from success to

effective idea

profit from visits by hunters and their families. However,

success, collecting titles and medals with an elegant ease. But you do not need

behind Actéon.

Actéon is not only about hunting but also about an authentic

to have champion qualities in order to train with Bardou. A keen hunter himself,

experience in the countryside and its nature.

Originating from
a project of an

It comes to no surprise then, that the hunting areas have to adhere

organisation of hunters

to strict quality criteria such as high quality of the lodgings, an authentic

in Paris, the Fédération des

he knows how important it is to regularly use your shotgun in order to make the

Individual or group training
(max. four shooters)

most of a day out in the field. Therefore, he coaches hunters and shooters alike

All shotgun disciplines, running wild boar

in the Sologne Shooting Club where his clients cannot only shoot with their own

Stock adjustment and sales

gun but also try the latest Blaser shotguns.

landscape and consistent density of animals. The concept proved to be the

Chasseurs de Paris, the hunting
Contact
Julien Blanc
Actéon Sud France
sudfrance@acteonchasse.fr

right approach and today Actéon offers hunting opportunities in six regions

The shooting ground features an impressive variety of stands, from high towers

where you can hunt wild boar, red and roe deer, mouflon and chamois. In

to a lake which is surrounded by clay machines and where the remains of the

cooperation with the Blaser Academy hunters will have the chance to brush

clays vanish into the water. Hence, it is the perfect training ground for high birds

up their knowledge about ballistics and get useful tips e.g. about which

and water fowl. The latest addition is a running wild boar range where you can

calibre is best for which hunt. Hunters can practice their shooting abilities

also prepare for driven hunting – in Sologne or around the world!

Contact
David Bardou
Rivolier S.A.S.
Z.I. Les Collenges B.P. 247
F - 42173 Saint-Just-Saint-Rambert

in simulated hunting situations and learn what factors are decisive for an

Phone +33 (0) 682 307 715

accurate shot.

dbardou@rivolier.fr
Phone +33 (0) 677 425 093
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Great Britain
“You need to go to the woods,
the hills and valleys to shoot in the wind,
the elements and the face of nature.”

Maximise your success

Andrew Venables

WMS Firearms Training operates
on 5,000 hectares of rugged yet
accessible terrain in mid-Wales, UK.
The targets are life size, steel and
reactive visually and audibly. They
can be engaged from unlimited
distances, angles, shooting positions
and wind conditions. The realistic
hunting and shooting scenarios
provided ensure maximum training
benefit.

When it comes to shooting I go through a ritual between deciding to
Has some 40 years of experience

We all miss from time to time,

in shooting, hunting, professional

but preparation, practice and proper

wildlife management and training.

self-analysis can minimise failure,
maximise understanding and improve

make the shot and actually firing. I shoulder the rifle, achieve correct
cheek weld and sight picture, find the target and breathe in and out to
check the position is correct. As I breathe out I acquire the trigger and
check cross hair alignment. Now I am ready to make the shot.

The reasons for missing can be more complex:

success.

It is the moments after the shot, that demonstrate the difference between
a novice and an experienced hunter. To be professional, one should keep

The reasons for poor shooting are simple:
• The shooting position did not properly

• The rifle was not properly zeroed;

the cheek on the stock while reloading and recovering the sight picture.

• The range and wind conditions have

Once reloaded, decisions can then be made on the effect of the shot and

not been considered properly;

support the rifle;

• The rifle was not properly set up: i.e. loose scope mounts,

• The rifle was not naturally aligned with the target;

bedding screws, moderator or muzzle brake, etc.;

• The sight picture was not correct;

• The bullet met an obstruction between

• The shot was released with undue movement.

the barrel and the target.
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Contact

if another is required quickly.

Andrew or Helena Venables
WMS Firearms Training Ltd.
Park House, Ffair Rhos, Ceredigion,
UK - Wales, SY 25 6BS

By adding our experience to careful observation of the rifle shooter,
WMS Firearms Training helps clients to be self-analytic, and enables
them to continuously learn and improve. This realistic, structured training
and practice will maximise your rifle shooting success.

andrew@wmsfirearmstraining.com
www.wmsfirearmstraining.com
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Phone +44 (0) 1974 - 831 869

Italy

Norway

• 3x Vice-Champion
Combined
Game Shooting, 2015
• 3x Vice-Champion
Combined Game Shooting, 2016

Focus and feel good

Tiro Combinato
(Combined Game Shooting)
Compak Sporting

Flavio Formis

Sporting

Learn the correct techniques from the very start
For Flavio Formis shooting is a family business. The successful shooter
has trained his daughter Ilaria for many years. “Of course, I spent a lot
of time on shooting stands, so Ilaria wanted to accompany me and then
it all started,” remembers Formis. For the 48-year-old it is of the utmost
importance that shooters and hunters learn the right techniques from
the very start. “If you start with the correct course of movement, you
have better results, faster.” His own success proves him right. He has
won countless competitions over the years, with both rifle and shotgun.
And it is this principle that he applies successfully to his seminars for
the Blaser Academy. In a theoretical introduction about the dos and
don’ts of shooting, Formis explains, for example, the correct position
of the shooting finger or how to mount a shotgun, to name but a few
of the factors which decide whether you will miss or hit. After that

Contact

him or her to mount the gun because mounting is often a problem,

• 1x Team Bronze European
Championship

especially for hunters who do not practice much.

• World Record holder in trickshooting

What is the challenge?
As always, to hit the target. Game shooters, however often think
that they have less time available than they actually have.
The result: They are mounting too hastily. For a more successful

Responsible for the Blaser F3
and R8 Shooting Team

approach you, firstly, secure a comfortable position for your feet
where you have a good balance. Secondly, always mount to the

Shotgun: Courses for beginners
and experienced shooters in skeet,
sporting and trap

same place in your shoulder in order to concentrate on the target
not on the position of your gun. In addition to that you have
to learn to determine the speed, angle and distance of a target to

Teaching in methods that can
strengthen the individual participant

point the barrels in the right direction.

Rifle: Basic courses and training
for beginners in both targets and
running targets

That sounds like a daunting task.
while shooting. I love to see them succeed. So there will be always

participants can, in their own time, try to dust the clays or hit the target.

a very individual approach which carefully takes the habits of

Formis watches closely, ready to give advice whenever needed. And

each shooter into account.

That is the first step to becoming an expert.”

flavioformis@alice.it

• 1x Team Gold in Scandinavia

shooting lessons for shotgun and rifles at different locations. Here the

also would like to put them in a position to analyse why it went wrong.

• 5x Team Gold Norwegian
Championship

After ascertaining what the client would like to focus on, I will ask

Well, let’s not forget that I want to have my clients to have fun

wrong. “Of course, I like my clients to come back,” says Formis, “but I

• 3x Norwegian Champion

How do you start a training day?

it is all about putting the theory to the test. Formis offers tailor-made

he always includes tips about how the shooter can work out what went

Flavio Formis
Via G. Marconi 8/b
I - 20835 Muggiò (MB)

Kenneth Aspestrand

Contact
Kenneth Aspestrand
Nils Hansensvei 7
N - 0667 Oslo

What is your secret of success?
Apart from a lot of training? To believe I can succeed! If you are
convinced you can hit a certain target you will succeed faster than

kenneth@norma.as

a fellow hunter who does not believe in his abilities to shoot.

Phone +47 (0) 90778500

Phone +39 (0) 335 610 30 49
Training is held in different
locations in Italy.
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Switzerland & Europe

The ultimate goal:
Building confidence

Bruno J. Achermann

Shotgun, rifle and handgun for beginners
and advanced students in Switzerland, as
well as overseas preparation for shooting
tests.

Many shooters don’t realise what they have inside them!

Teaching for experienced sporting,
trap, and skeet shooters.

Not every method is equally suitable for every student
“One should be able to teach all the important methods in order to adapt to each who shoots.” Achermann knows

All methods, such as Swing Through,
Cut Off, Maintained Lead, Pull Away,
Move Mount Shoot
Checking the stock and the point of
impact, creation of test targets

• Accredited shotgun instructor, Senior Coach Clay Pigeon
Shooting Association (CPSA)

this from his many years of experience training a large number of pupils of every level. With his patience and his

• Member of the British “Institute of Clay Shooting Instructors”
(ICSI)

In doing so, he takes away any pressure his pupils are feeling and lets them exploit their potential step by step. Every

• Former Member and Chief D’Equipe of the Swiss National
Team Sporting FITASC Discipline

Preparation for
wild fowl and
driven hunting

philosophy of taking small steps, the shotgun instructor trained in England exudes incredible calm and composure.
development should be noticeable and memorable, so that it can be recalled at any time.

A good instructor must be able to “read” every shot the student takes

• An enthusiastic hunter with more than 50 years of experience

Achermann only needs to look over the shoulder of the shooter, to know whether the shot will hit the target or not.
He reads the entire movement sequence and can then precisely explain why a fault has arisen and what the shooter
has to change. He also explains what the pupil did right, and thereby strengthens his or her abilities.

Guiding the student to hit the
target as quickly as possible
Bruno J. Achermann is convinced that many beginners
become insecure when they are confronted with challenges
which are too difficult and result in failure. This means they never
find out what they are capable of. With his proven teaching methods

Focused preparation for the hunt
Even an experienced shooter should prepare for an upcoming wild fowl or

Contact

driven hunting, especially if they have not shot for a long time.

Bruno J. Achermann
Bergstrasse 7
CH - 6004 Luzern

Both training for wild fowl and driven hunting are among the specialties of
Achermann. He gives hunters the security to achieve their hunting goals

he guides inexperienced shooters towards their first sucessful shots after

and meet their ethical responsibilities to the game. Young hunters, who are

just a few attempts and helps to boost their confidence.

preparing for the shooting test, are in good hands, too!

info@flintenschiessen.ch
www.flintenschiessen.ch
Phone +41 (0) 79 410 07 40
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Your personal programme
		

Inquiries and bookings

Direct communication is best
Contact the instructor of your choice using the details in this brochure. Please pay attention to where the instructor is
located and select the instructor whose address is nearest to your place of residence. Each instructor knows the best
shooting ranges in his region.

Individually tailored lessons
Discuss with your instructor in advance the key areas you wish to focus on. In order to be able to work with you
individually, we recommend individual lessons. If small groups are formed, all participants should have the same
performance level and the same training objectives.

The equipment
We recommend that you bring along the firearm that you use in your hunting practice. It does not matter if the 
gun was made by Blaser. You can bring your own firearms of any brand.
If required, Blaser Academy instructors will happily provide loan firearms.
Ammunition can also be purchased from our instructors.

Please note that all lessons must be booked
and arranged directly with Blaser Academy
instructors and not through Blaser itself.
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Blaser GmbH
Ziegelstadel 1
88316 Isny im Allgäu
Germany

© Blaser 2019

Phone +49 (0) 7562 / 702-0
Phone shooting cinema / training centre:
+49 (0) 7562 / 702-161 (Wednesday to Friday)
Telefax: +49 (0) 7562 / 702-271
www.blaser.de
info@blaser.de
All information subject to change without notice.

